Abstract-This paper proposes a fast AMP algorithm for solving a compressed sensing (CS) recovery problem which includes signal sparsity in finite difference (FD). The proposed AMP algorithm, named ssAMP-1D, is fully scalable, providing low-computationality and phase transition (PT) competitive to the state-of-the-art performance. The key behind the ssAMP-1D construction is based on a sum-product rule over a factor graph consisting of two types of the factor nodes: the "s-factors" describing the FD sparsity, the "m-factor" being related to the CS measurement generation. In the sum-product setup, we have imposed the spike-and-slab prior on each s-factor for the FD sparsifying task, mimicking sparsity enhancing ability of the l0-minimization. The ssAMP-1D algorithm is derived from the sumproduct rule where the Gaussian approximation with the large system limit and the first-order approximation are applied to the message update with the m-factors, and a proposed method is used to simplify the message update with the s-factors. Extensive empirical results confirm the state-of-the-art performance of the proposed ssAMP-1D, in both PT performance and CPU runtime, compared to the recent algorithms: the existing two AMPs, TV-AMP and GrAMPA, and the two non-AMPs, EFLA and TV-CP.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Background
In this paper, we aim to recover one-dimensional (1-D) piecewise-constant signals X ∈ R N , whose sparsity is in its 1-D finite differences (FDs), from linear noisy measurements Y ∈ R M given by
where H ∈ R M ×N is a random measurement matrix and W is handled as a vector of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In particular, we consider a compressed sensing (CS) framework, meaning that the number of measurements M is significantly smaller than the length N of the target signal X (M N ). Such 1-D piecewise-constant recovery problems have appeared in many bio-signals applications such as protein mass spectrometry [1] , genomic data analysis [2] , [3] and molecular analysis for bacteria [4] , [5] . Therefore, Portions of this work were presented at 48th Asilomar Conf. on Signals, Systems, and Computers (Pacific Grove, CA), Nov. 2014. [26] . it is a meaningful task to develop reconstruction algorithms specialized to such 1-D piecewise-constant signals.
Since the CS reconstruction problem is generally ill-posed, optimization methods with regularization have been mostly considered. The most popular and classical approach to the problem is to use total variation (TV) regularization [6] also called Fused lasso [7] . By applying anisotropic TV, the approach solves
where D ∈ R (N −1)×N is the 1-D finite difference (FD) operator, and λ > 0 is a control constant for the TV penalty term. This TV approach can be converged to a global minimum with its convexity. The state-of-the-art solvers for (2) , the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithms [8] , [9] , the First-order methods [10] - [12] , [38] , and the TV-Approximate message-passing (AMP) algorithm [23] , have been highlighted recently.
Furthermore, there have been various advanced regularization methods to the piecewise-constant recovery, such as the inverse Potts method with ADMM [43] , the analysis CS approach [29] with GAMP [21] and ADMM [44] , the Reweighted TV regularization [45] , as well as the homotopic l 0 -minimization [46] . These methods aim to go beyond the l 1 -minimization such as (2) , seeking sparsity enhancing ability of the l 0 -minimization by using some nonconvex regularization. Therefore, the methods can reconstruct signals with the number of measurements further less than the required by the l 1 -minimization. However, global convergence can no longer be expected in the methods due to their nonconvexity.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we revisit the 1-D piecewise-constant recovery problem with the Bayesian AMP framework [18] - [21] . The Bayesian AMP framework usually provide better reconstruction performance given the prior knowledge for the signal statistic of X. Under the framework, we propose a novel and fast AMP algorithm, referred to as Spike-andSlab Approximate Message-Passing (ssAMP-1D), which was partially introduced in our short paper [26] .
This work is motivated by the non-scalability of an existing AMP to the problem, called TV-AMP [23] . Here, the "scalability" of an algorithm implies that the entire operation of the algorithm can be fully decomposed into local and/or scalar operations [8] , [23] . The non-scalability hinders algorithms from being parallelizable and/or decentralized, which can cause a serious computational bottleneck when handling largescale problems.
We start the ssAMP-1D development from a factor graphical modeling of the linear system (1) which has a 1-D piecewiseconstant solution X, as shown in Fig.1 . In order to avoid the non-scalability, we consider a factor graph consisting of two types of the factor nodes: the "s-factors", which describe independent sparsity in the 1-D FDs X i − X i−1 , and the "mfactors", which correspond to the conventional measurement generation by (1) . This classification of the factor nodes enables us to set a sum-product rule consisting of local message updates, which is related to the graphical model used in the work of Hybrid-GAMP [39] . Then, we construct the ssAMP-1D iteration from the sum-product rule over the factor graph, where the Gaussian approximation with the large system limit (N → ∞) and the first-order approximation are applied to accelerate the message update with respect to the m-factors, and a proposed method is used to simplify the message update associated with the s-factors.
In the sum-product setup, we impose the spike-and-slab prior on each s-factor from a Bayesian prospective, encouraging the independent sparsity in the 1-D FDs. This spike-andslab prior has been successfully used in several Bayesian CS reconstructions because this prior nicely mimics characteristic of the l 0 -norm minimization [19] - [21] , [31] , [32] , as done in the approaches [21] , [43] - [46] . Accordingly, the ssAMP-1D algorithm requires two input parameters which characterize statistics of the 1-D FDs: a sparsity rate q ∈ [0, 1] and a variance parameter σ
The ssAMP-1D algorithm has advantages in the 1-D piecewise-constant recovery problem, as following:
1) The ssAMP-1D recovery is characterized by phase transition (PT) competitive to the state-of-the-art performance. 2) ssAMP-1D provides a faster recovery with O(M N ) periteration cost and rapid convergence compared to the other recent solvers. 3) ssAMP-1D is fully scalable; therefore, it can be easily parallelizable and/or decentralized for large-scale problems.
Each statement claimed above will be discussed and validated in the main body of this paper. While developing the ssAMP-1D algorithm, we became aware of an excellent relevant work by Schniter et al., GrAMPA [21] . This work is based on a novel configuration of the GAMP package [18] for the analysis CS approach [29] . Once setting the analysis operator to the 1-D FD operator, i.e., Ω = D, GrAMPA can be simply configured for the problem of the 1-D piecewise-constant recovery, operating in a scalable manner. To this problem, the factor graph model of GrAMPA is identical to that of ssAMP-1D, which is shown in Fig.1 . Nevertheless, independent derivation from the same graph results in the two different algorithms. In particular, ssAMP-1D expends O(N ) per-iteration cost to handle the messages with respect to the s-factors, which is cheaper than O(N 2 ) by GrAMPA. In the main body of this paper, we empirically validate that ssAMP-1D is computationally advantageous over GrAMPA even through ssAMP-1D hands over the lead in the PT performance.
C. Organization and Notation
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted for a brief introduction to the AMP framework and the two existing AMP algorithms to the 1-D piecewiseconstant recovery problem: TV-AMP [23] and GrAMPA [21] . Section III describes the construction detail of the proposed algorithm, ssAMP-1D. In Section IV, we provides extensive empirical results to validate several aspects of the ssAMP-1D algorithm, compared to two AMP solvers, TV-AMP and GrAMPA, as well as the two non-AMP solvers based on (2), Efficient Fused Lasso (EFLA) [12] and Chambolle-Pock solver with the TV norm (TV-CP) [10] . Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
Throughout the paper, we use the following notation. We use underlined letter like h to denote vectors, boldface capital letters like H to denote matrices, and calligraphic capital letters like F to indicate set symbols. The vectors 1 ≡ [1, ..., 1]
T and 0 ≡ [0, ..., 0] T denote an one vector and a zero vector respectively. In addition, f Xi (x i ) is a probability density function (PDF) of a random variable X i ∼ f Xi (x i ) and its realization is denoted by small letters like x i . We use
[·] to denote the expectation and the variance with respect to the PDF f Xi (x), respectively. For PDF notation, we use N (
to denote a Gaussian PDF with mean µ and variance σ 2 , and use U(x i ; 1 N ) to denote a discrete uniform PDF with N points. Finally, we use notation v ≡
for the first derivative of the function η(·).
II. EXISTING AMP WORKS TO THE PIECEWISE-CONSTANT RECOVERY PROBLEM
The AMP algorithms has got attention as a line of the iterative frameworks to solve inverse linear problems [13] - [28] . In the standard AMP framework, the solution is iteratively found according to:
where µ (t) ∈ R N and r (t) ∈ R M are a signal estimate and a residual vector at the t-th iteration respectively, and η : R N → R N is a certain denoising function. The main advantages of the AMP framework are i) its mean-square-error (MSE) performance is deterministically predictable via the state evolution formalism [13] , [16] , and ii) the AMP solvers operate with low-computational cost [13] , [20] . Motivated by such excellent properties, recently, there have been several attempts to apply the AMP framework to the piecewiseconstant recovery problem: examples include TV-AMP [23] , Non-local means (NLM)-AMP [24] , AMP with amplitudescale-invariant Bayes estimator (ABE) [25] , and Generalized AMP for Analysis CS (GrAMPA) [21] .
In the AMP framework, denoising is a key subproblem which shrinks the signal estimate according to sparsity characteristic of the target signal X [18] - [26] . This denoising operation can be concisely explained by introducing the concept of proximal [37] . If we see the AMP algorithms as a class of the proximal algorithms, the function η(·), so-called denoiser in m-factors ℱ s-factors ℱ Fig. 1 . Factor graphical modeling of the linear system having a piecewiseconstant solution X, used by the two scalable AMP algorithms: ssAMP-1D (proposed) and the GrAMPA [21] , where the denoising operation η(·), indicated by dotted-line boxes in this figure, works scalably as expressed in (30) or (7). the AMP literature, can be considered as a proximal operator of a function g(X) < +∞. In the framework of Bayesian AMP, this denoiser works based on one of the two criteria [18] : i) MAP estimation criterion
or ii) MMSE estimation criterion
where ρ ∈ R N is a noisy input, λ > 0 is a control constant, and Z is a partition function. From (4) and (5), it is obvious that the functional form of the denoiser η(ρ) is determined by the function g(X) which corresponds to exponent terms of signal priors [18] - [21] , [26] .
In the remaining of this section, we briefly introduce the two existing AMP solvers to the 1-D piecewise-constant recovery problem: TV-AMP [23] and GrAMPA [21] , by focusing on their denoisers η(ρ). These two algorithms will be included for simulation based comparison in Section IV.
A. TV-AMP Algorithm
Donoho et al. introduced TV-AMP, which is an extension of the standard AMP [13] for the 1-D piecewise-constant recovery [23] . TV-AMP uses the AMP iteration, given in (3), with an anisotropic TV denoiser. The TV denoiser is represented in the form of the MAP criterion (4), i.e.,
where g(X) corresponds to the TV regularization term or Laplace exponent for X i − X i−1 . This denoiser can be implemented through several external TV minimization packages:
FLSA [40] , TVDIP [30] , ADMM-TV [8] and FISTA [38] . Therefore, complexity of TV-AMP highly depends upon that of the external packages. One drawback of TV-AMP is the non-scalability of the TV denoiser (6), as shown in Fig.2 . This non-scalability deprives TV-AMP of ability to be decentralized or parallelized for large-scale problems. In addition, the non-scalability prohibits TV-AMP from evaluating MSE in terms of a scalar estimation problem as the AMPs with scalable denoisers have done [13] , [18] , [20] . This makes TV-AMP to lose mathematical completeness from its state evolution formalism [23] .
B. GrAMPA Algorithm
More recently, Schniter et al. introduced the GrAMPA framework [21] which is a GAMP configuration [18] for the analysis CS approach [29] . GrAMPA is applicable to arbitrary analysis operators, arbitrary analysis independent priors, and arbitrary independent measurement likelihoods. Namely, GrAMPA has very good universality to signal models and noise channels.
This GrAMPA framework can be easily configured for the 1-D piecewise-constant recovery by setting the analysis operator to the 1-D FD operator, i.e., Ω = D and by assuming the AWGN channels W . In addition, in order to sparsify the FDs Dx, the authors particularly proposed an MMSE-based denoiser 1 , expressed in the form of (5) as
where
is an analysis regularization defined by a scalar MMSE estimation, ∀d ∈ {1, ..., N − 1}:
In (7), the random variable U d ∈ R is a noisy FDs corrupted by AWGN, i.e.,
The authors named this denoiser as the SNIPE denoiser. The SNIPE denoiser supports two types of the priors III. CONSTRUCTION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM In this section, we discuss the construction detail of the proposed ssAMP-1D. First, we introduce a factor graph describing the linear system (1) which has a piecewise-constant solution X, setting a sum-product rule by imposing the spike-and-slab prior to the 1-D finite differences (FDs) X i − X i−1 . Then, we move the discussion to the AMP derivation from the sumproduct rule. Finally, we describe characteristic of the denoiser η(·) built in the ssAMP-1D iteration. Algorithm 2 summarizes the overall operations of ssAMP-1D in a vector form.
A. Sum-Product Rule for 1-D Piecewise-Constant Recovery
The statistical dependency of linear systems can be effectively modeled using factor graphs [33] . Let V ≡ {1, ..., N } be a variable set whose element i ∈ V corresponds to X i , and F m ≡ {1, ..., M } be a factor set whose element j ∈ F m corresponds to Y j . To the problem, we include another factor set, defined as F s ≡ {2, ..., N }, to describe statistical connections between adjacent elements X i−1 and X i . In order to clarify two different factors, we name the set F m as m-factor set, and the set F s as s-factor set. In addition, we indicate the neighboring relation between V and F s by defining ∀i ∈ V :
fully models the linear system in the present work, as shown in Fig.1 , where we omit definitions for the graph edges to avoid abuse of notation.
Based on the graph model designed above, we represent the joint PDF of the linear system as
where u = x i − x i−1 , and Z ∈ R is a partition function to valid f X,Y (x, y)dxdy = 1. To each m-factor j ∈ F m , the corresponding potential function is an independent Gaussian PDF, i.e., f Yj |X (y j |X) = N (y j ; (HX) j , ∆) since Y j = [HX] j + W j , and W j is AWGN with variance ∆.
To each s-factor k ∈ F s , we impose an independent spikeand-slab PDF 3 as its potential function, by assuming that the Algorithm 1 Sum-Product Rule 1-D FDs u = x i − x i−1 are sparse. The spike-and-slab PDF is given as
where δ(u) denote a Dirac function peaked at u = 0, q ∈ [0, 1] is a probability weight, and σ 2 0 ∈ (0, ∞) is the variance of the Gaussian PDF. Following that, the number of the constant changes in the signal X is explicitly Binomial random, i.e., K ∼ B(k; N −1, q). Such spike-and-slab PDFs have been used as sparsifying priors in CS literature with respect to Bayesian algorithms [19] - [21] , [31] , [32] because i) the PDF has showed very good sparsifying ability by effectively mimicking the l 0 -minimization, and ii) integration with respect to the PDF is tractable. As depicted in Fig.3 , compared to independent Gaussian and Laplace PDFs, an independent spike-and-slab PDF has a much sharper peak at the origin, which more successfully enhances sparsity in all coordinates of X i − X i−1 than the TV regularization (2), as done in the approaches [21] , [43] - [46] .
We construct a sum-product rule in Algorithm 1 based on 
the joint PDF in (9) , which consists of four types of the local message updates as graphically illustrated in Fig.4 , where Z i→j , Z i→k ∈ R are partition functions. At the fixed point of the sum-product iteration t = t * , the marginal posterior of X i can be approximated to
The sum-product rule, given in Algorithm 1, has two local tasks in the marginal finding: 1) Pursuing the sparsity in the finite difference X i − X i−1 , 2) Seeking the measurement fidelity with Y , The first task is with respect to the s-factors (the V2sF and sF2V updates), and the second task is with the m-factors (the V2mF and mF2V updates).
As claimed in literature [13] - [20] , the update rule in Algorithm 1 is infeasible in practice because i) the messages are density function over the real line, and ii) 2M N + 4(N − 1) message exchanges are required per iteration.
B. From Sum-Product Rule to ssAMP-1D
The AMP approach can provide a solution for the computational infeasibility of the sum-product rule. The standard procedure of the AMP construction from the sum-product rule is generally divided into two steps [14] , [15] , [18] , [20] :
• Parameterization step: in the large system limit (N, M → ∞), the sum-product rule are approximated to a parametric message-passing (MP) rule exchanging a pair of real numbers, • First-order approximation step: the number of messages passing the m-factors, handled by the mF2V and V2mF updates, is reduced to O(M + N ) per iteration for large systems (N, M → ∞). In addition to these standard two steps, the present work includes the third step to simplify the message updates associated with the s-factors: the sF2V and V2sF update.
Throughout this ssAMP-1D derivation, we assume that the matrix H is a dense matrix, and its entries h ji ∈ H are randomly distributed with zero mean and variance 1 M ; hence, E||h i || 2 2 = 1. In addition, we clarify beforehand that this derivations are heuristic. Namely, we do not claim any mathematical equivalence between the sum-product rule of Algorithm 1 and the ssAMP-1D rule provided in this section.
1) STEP I -Parameterization of Sum-Product Rule:
We consider parameterization of the mF2V messages {m j→i (x i )} first. From the literature [14] , [15] , [18] , [20] , it is known that given the dense matrix H, the mF2V messages can be approximated to Gaussian PDFs in the large system limit (N → ∞). By referring to the equation (B9) of [20] , the mF2V update of Algorithm 1 is represented as
where the parameters α j→i , β j→i are given by
and we need to define the means and variance of the V2mF messages {v i→j } for (13):
The integration of the sF2V update in Algorithm 1 is analytically tractable since we are imposing the spike-and-slab PDF to each s-factor. Then, the sF2V messages {s k→i (x i )} are represented as a Bernoulli-Gaussian PDF, i.e.,
From (15), it is observed that the sF2V messages can be identified only by the two parameters µ k→i , σ 2 k→i . Fig.4-(b) implicates that the sF2V parameters are related to the V2sF message v i →k (x i ) sent by another neighboring variables i ∈ ne(k)\{i}. Concretely, the sF2V parameters are assigned by the mean and variance of the V2sF message
where the V2sF parameters are defined as
Using the results of (12) and (15), the V2mF messages {v i→j } can be expressed as the product of a four-state Gaussian mixture PDF, given by the sF2V product, and a Gaussian PDF, given by the mF2V product:
the mF2V product (18) where the parameters ρ i→j , θ i→j in the mF2V product are defined as
and the parameter sets {a i,l }, {b i,l }, {c i,l } include the mean, variance, and mixing rate of each Gaussian kernel in the sF2V product; hence, they are functions of the sF2V parameters {µ k→i } k∈ne(i) , {σ 2 k→i } k∈ne(i) for the fixed i ∈ V. The V2sF update, given in Algorithm 1, is analogous to the V2mF update, but it includes all the mF2V messages and excludes the sF2V message from the destination node k ∈ ne(i), which results in
where ρ i , θ i are calculated from (19) by including α j→i , β j→i , and the sF2V message s k →i (x i ) sent by the s-factor in the opposite side k ∈ ne(i)\{k} (see Fig.4-(d) ).
To establish a recursion for the parametric MP, we formulate the calculation of the mean and variance given in (14) , (17) with the parameters we have defined in (13), (16) , (19) . Let η(·) and γ(·) denote functions to calculate the mean and variance of the V2mF messages respectively, which are defined as
For the V2sF messages, similarly, we define φ(·) and ζ(·) as
Detailed expression of the functions η(·), γ(·), φ(·), ζ(·) are given in Table I . There, we emphasize that all these functions basically maps a scalar input onto a scalar output. For a vector input, therefore, these functions scalar-separably operate. This property of the functions was introduced that a function is "scalable" or "scalar-separable" if for a vector input
This scalability property is indispensable for decentralized/parallel implementation of AMP algorithms. Then, the equations (13), (16), (19) , (21), (22) define a parametric MP rule which is significantly simpler than the original sum-product rule given in Algorithm 1: each message consists of a pair of real numbers, namely, (α j→i , β j→i ) for the mF2V update, (µ k→i , σ 
Outputs:
2) STEP II -First-Order Approximation to Messages with M-factors: The AMP framework reduces the number of messages handled per iteration, by removing direction from the messages with respect to the m-factors. Then, the AMP iteration contains only O(M + N ) messages over the edges (i, j) ∈ V × F m per iteration, which is much smaller than O(M N ) of the parametric MP. The message direction depends on the index of destination nodes. For instance, the direction of the V2mF message {µ i→j } j∈Fm for a fixed node i ∈ V is determined by j ∈ F m only since the terms excluded from the sum on (19) change. Therefore, it is natural to represent the V2mF parameters as µi→j = µi + ∆µi→j, ρi→j = ρi + ∆ρi→j, θi→j = θi + ∆θi→j (24) where µ i , ρ i , θ i ∈ R are non-directional parameters for all i ∈ V, and ∆µ i→j , ∆ρ i→j , ∆θ i→j ∈ R are the directional correction terms having order O(N −1/2 ) [14] , [15] . The key of this message reduction is to establish a recursion of the residual term, defined as
with the non-directional parameters µ i , ρ i , θ i . For the sake of this, we need three-steps manipulation as given below:
Note 1 (First-order approximation step) 1) Applying the first-order Taylor approximation to the V2mF calculation, µ i→j = η(ρ i + ∆ρ i→j ; θ i + ∆θ i→j ). 2) Substituting the approximation result of the first step to the equation (25) . 3) Plugging the mF2V parameters α j→i , β j→i , given in (13) , in the result of the second step. Analogous approaches from the parametric MP to the AMP have been introduced in [14] , [15] , [18] , [20] , where the authors verified that although approximation errors are induced in the manipulation, the errors are negligible with the large system limit (N, M → ∞). Here, we omit detailed manipulation for Note 1 by referring the reader to [14] , [15] , [18] , [20] . Finally, we obtain the non-directional recursion for the residual r j :
The last term of (26) corresponds to the term i h ji ∆µ i→j in (25) , which corrects the dependency on the destination index j ∈ F m of the V2mF mean µ i→j in the residual calculation. This correction term have been called Onsager term in the AMP literature [13] - [21] , which is known as a key for convergence of the AMP iterations [16] . In addition, we remove direction from the parameters of (19) in the large system limit [15] , [20] :
where we drop the index i ∈ V from θ i since the dependency on the index i is removed in the large limit.
3) STEP III -Simplification
Step to Messages with Sfactors: In our factor graph model, the edge connections of the variable set V to the s-factor set F s are stronger than that to the m-factor set F m . This "strong" is based on two facts that
• a s-factor k ∈ F s has only two connections to the variable set V; hence, the corresponding two elements X i , X i , where the variables, i, i ∈ ne(k), have potentially larger influence on the s-factor k ∈ F s than on a m-factor j ∈ F m having the other N − 2 connections to V\{i, i }, • the edge weight to F s is relatively larger than that to F m : specifically, the edge weight to F s is deterministically one whereas the edge weight to F m is given by the corresponding matrix entry h ji ∈ H which is random with zero-mean and the variance 1 M . We refer to the paper [39] for the detailed discussion about the concept of such "weak" and "strong" edges in factor graph
models. For these reasons, the law of large numbers is difficult to work over the edge connections with the s-factors, and the sF2V messages cannot be simply approximated to Gaussian unlike the mF2V messages. Nevertheless, there is still room for the algorithm simplification. We note from (16) that the sF2V update (k → i) is simple assignment of the V2sF parameters (i → k) according to the direction of message-passing, where i, i ∈ ne(k). This direction is decided by placement of the s-factor k ∈ ne(i).
• When k = k 1 such that the s-factor is placed on the leftside of the variable node i ∈ V\{1}, we have i = i − 1; hence, the sF2V parameters is toward right (see Fig.5-(a) ).
• When k = k 2 such that the s-factor is on the rightside of the node i ∈ V\{N }, we have i = i + 1; hence, the sF2V parameters is left-toward (see Fig.5-(b) ). Accordingly, what we only need is to keep track the V2sF update (22) according to the direction of the sF2V messagepassing (16) . We combine these two updates by defining the R2P and L2P parameters as ∀k 1 , k 2 ∈ ne(i) :
, 2) L2P parameters: ∀i ∈ V\{N } :
where without loss of generality, we set (µ R2P,i=1 , σ calculation is summarized in (29) . We can interpret this as the information on the neighboring variables of X i−1 , X i+1 is brought to the variable of X i by the R2P/L2P parameters. Such a fact is observed in Fig.6 where the ssAMP-1D denoiser η(ρ i ) behaves differently according to the R2P/L2P parameters. In the denoising of η(ρ i ), the mean parameters µ R2P,i , µ L2P,i decides the base values 4 , and the corresponding variances σ By this simplification step, we reduce the number of messages over the edges (i, k) ∈ V × F s in half, i.e., 4(N − 1) to 2(N − 1). Although the complexity scale is not reduced by this step, we must have increased computational efficiency of the algorithm. In addition, it is clarified from (28) that ssAMP-1D expends O(N ) per-iteration cost to handle the messages passing the s-factors, i.e., for the R2P/L2P update. This is lower-computational than the GrAMPA's cost for the same task,
, where recall that GrAMPA uses the GAMP package with the linear transform
. Therefore, the total complexity of ssAMP-1D is dominated by the matrix multiplications (Hµ and H T r) such that its complexity remains O(M N ), whereas the complexity of GrAMPA becomes O(N 2 ) due to the matrix multiplications with H .
C. Denoiser in ssAMP-1D Iteration
The ssAMP-1D algorithm supports an MMSE-based denoiser η(ρ; ·) = [η(ρ 1 ; ·), ..., η(ρ N ; ·)]
T , described by (14) and (21), for the signal estimation X at every iteration t ≥ 0. Based on the sum-product philosophy, the vector estimation can boil down to a sequence of scalar estimations, and each scalar MMSE estimate is locally obtained by the function η(ρ i ): ∀i ∈ V,
where a function g(x i ) contains the knowledge of the adjacent elements X i−1 , X i+1 delivered by the R2P/L2P parameters, which is equivalent to a logarithm of the sF2V product in (18), i.e.,
The input parameter θ ∈ R + can be interpreted as the variance of noisy input ρ i , significantly influencing denoising behavior of η(ρ i ; θ). It is meaningful to see that how the denoising behavior changes in the two extreme cases: θ → 0 and θ → ∞. Using TABLE I, we have
Interpretation for this result (32) , (33) is that in order to improve SNR, • when θ → ∞, the denoiser should generate a constant output for all inputs ρ i , • when θ → 0, the denoiser simply passes the input ρ i such that the denoising is not necessary. Fig.6 shows exemplary function plots of the ssAMP-1D denoiser η(ρ i ; ·) for various cases of the R2P/L2P parameters where the input parameter sets {a i,l }, {b i,l }, {c i,l } are calculated from these R2P/L2P parameters using (29) . Fig.6 also demonstrates the denoising behavior of η(ρ i ; ·) in the extreme cases, given in (32), (33) .
IV. PERFORMANCE VALIDATION
In this section, we validate performance of the ssAMP-1D algorithm with extensive empirical results 5 . Four types of experimental results will be discussed in this section: 1) Noiseless phase transition (PT), 2) Normalized MSE (NMSE) convergence over iterations, 3) Comparison of histogram-based distributions of AMP solvers, 4) Average CPU runtime. All these experimental results are averaged using the Monte Carlo method with 100 trials. At each Monte Carlo trial, we generate the measurement y by realizing a signal x 0 , from the PDFs given in Table II, a Gaussian measurement Table II , where we considered the signal length N = 625. 
Type
Prior PDFs,
In these experiments, we included two AMP solvers, TV-AMP [23] and GrAMPA [21] , as well as two non-AMP solvers, Chambolle-Pock solver with the TV norm (TV-CP) [10] , [11] and Efficient Fused Lasso (EFLA) [12] , for a comparison purpose. The source codes of these solvers were basically obtained from each authors's webpage 7 , but TV-CP and TV-AMP were implemented by the authors. In addition, in this section, we refer to TV-AMP as TVAMP-FLSA and GrAMPA as GrAMPA-BG to specify attributes of the solvers: concretely, we inform that the TV-AMP denoiser (6) was implemented using Fused lasso signal approximator (FLSA) [40] and the GrAMPA denoiser (7), (8) adopting the BernoulliGaussian (BG) prior was considered. For a fair comparison, we clarify that all the algorithms are tuned as optimal as possible. Specifically, ssAMP-1D and GrAMPA-BG are configured with the prior knowledge q, σ 0 , and TVAMP-FLSA, EFLA and TV-CP use an empirically optimal constant λ > 0, in all the experiments. Finally, we set the initial guess of the signal to a zero vector for all the algorithms.
For your information, we note that the empirical results, reported in this paper, have some changes from the results given in our conference paper [26] and the earlier report [27] due to some misconfiguration corrections. 7 The source code of EFLA is obtained from the SLEP 4.1 package [41] ; The source codes of GrAMPA was downloaded from the website [22] (gampmatlab20141001.zip); The source codes of ssAMP-1D can be given by our website "https://sites.google.com/site/jwkang10/home/ssamp".
A. Noiseless Phase Transition
We provide empirical comparison of noiseless PT performance (∆ = 0.0) in Fig.7 , for two types of the finite differences (FDs) listed in Table II . For each empirical PT curve, we fixed the signal length to N = 625, and considered a 38 × 38 grid where we uniformly divided the range . For all the solvers, we set the number of maximum iterations to t = 2000, and the iteration stopping tolerance was very tightly set to
hence, the PT curves are supposed to represent algorithm performance after convergence. In addition, we emphasize that in the configuration of ssAMP-1D, the parameter σ 0 should be appropriately tuned according to types of the FDs. For the Gaussian FDs (the ternary FDs), we configure ssAMP-1D with σ 0 which is 3 times (1.5 times) larger than the one used in the signal generation. In both cases of the FDs, GrAMPA-BG shows the best performance, and ssAMP-1D retains its place very close to GrAMPA-BG as illustrated in Fig.7-(a) and -(b) . These two l 0 -mimicking solvers, ssAMP-1D and GrAMPA-BG, significantly improve on the empirical PT of the other three solvers which use the TV norm. It is natural to observe more remarkable improvement in the Gaussian case than the ternary case because the spike-and-slab and the BG priors basically postulate that nonzero FDs, contained in the signal X, are Gaussian distributed.
To better understand the PT performance when M N , we fixed N = 3600 and constructed a 22 × 8 uniform grid of ( Fig.8 shows that as M/N → 0, the PT curves of ssAMP-1D and GrAMPA-BG becomes nearly identical, slightly worse than that of EFLA, and much better than those of TV-AMP and TV-CP. From the empirical results, we conclude that ssAMP-1D is highly competitive to the other solvers in the PT performance.
B. NMSE Convergence over Iterations
The main advantage in ssAMP-1D is from its swift convergence. In order to validate such fast nature of ssAMP-1D, we measured NMSE over iterations for four different cases of ( The NMSE convergence behavior is closely related to the PT performance given in Section IV-A. If a point of (
is located in a depths below the PT curve, meaning that the recovery at the point is successful with high probability, then the corresponding convergence will be very speedy. Thus, in general, a solver, which has the PT curve at a higher position on the grid of (
, is advantageous for the faster convergence.
ssAMP-1D is relatively favorable for the convergence since it has the PT curve on a higher place, as shown in Fig.7 . This argument is validated by the NMSE convergence depicted in Fig.9 , where ssAMP-1D is remarkably faster than EFLA and TV-CP, being competitive to TVAMP-FLSA and GrAMPA-BG. In the TVAMP-FLSA case, its convergence is very swift when the point of (
is below its PT curve, which is the most clearly illustrated in the Case (b) of Fig.9 . However, it has an non-negligible NMSE loss from ssAMP-1D at the fixed point in all the cases. Fig.9 also verifies that GrAMPA-BG is comparable to ssAMP-1D in convergence speed, having a small NMSE gain from ssAMP-1D at the fixed point, with its excellent PT characteristic. However, GrAMPA-BG generally has a slower convergence start than the other AMPs do, which can be a shortcoming in coarse recovery tasks, e.g., the task targeting NMSE ≥ −30 dB.
C. Histogram-based Distributions of AMP Solvers
We further discuss the recovery behavior of the three AMP solvers, ssAMP-1D, GrAMPA-BG, and TVAMP-FLSA. These three AMP solvers have different methods for modeling of the sF2V messages which contain the information on the sparse FDs.
• The GrAMPA-BG iteration describes the sF2V message using a Gaussian PDF based on the law of large numbers, which is an inherited property from the GAMP package [18] .
• The TVAMP-FLSA iteration does not include the sF2V messages, replacing its role by the denoiser (6) which contains a TV regularizer corresponding to the Laplace exponent.
• The ssAMP-1D iteration represents the sF2V message by a Bernoulli-Gaussian PDF as given in (15) . Differences of these sF2V modeling methods significantly affect the recovery behavior. For the 1-D signals, the ssAMP-1D's method is the most suitable to the sF2V modeling among the three methods above. i) This is because the s-factor part of the matrix H = H D does not include a sufficient number of row weights to hold the law of large numbers; hence, the Gaussian approximation of GrAMPA-BG at the s-factors is limited. This is related to the discussion given in STEP III of Section III-B. ii) Another reason is that PDFs of sparse signals are normally shaped with pointed peaks and heavy tails, and the Bernoulli-Gaussian PDF is more pertinent for modeling of such PDFs than the Gaussian and the Laplace PDF (see Fig.3 ). Fig.10 provides an evidence for our argument, where we draw histogram-based distributions of the three AMP solvers, for the Case (b) and (d) considered in Section IV-B, with iterations t = 100 and t = 50, respectively. Fig.10 exhibits that the histograms of ssAMP-1D show more advanced convergence progress than the other AMPs do in both cases; namely, having sharper peaks at the true values x i − x i−1 ∈ {0, −1, 1} and a low level of bins for errors at x i − x i−1 / ∈ {0, −1, 1}. Consequently, the observation from Fig.10 explains why the ssAMP-1D convergence is faster.
In some cases, TVAMP-FLSA can achieve the most rapid convergence with a small number of iterations, as discussed in Section IV-B. This discussion is supported by the sharpest peaks of the TVAMP-FLSA's histogram illustrated in the Case (b) of Fig.10 . With this, however, the histograms of TVAMP-FLSA also includes a higher level of bins at the erroneous values, x i − x i−1 / ∈ {0, −1, 1}, whose bin level is hardly dwindled over the iterations t. Therefore, TVAMP-FLSA is not suited for fine recovery tasks even through it has a rapid converging ability.
In conclusion, we claim that ssAMP-1D is the most suitable choice among the AMP solvers, in order to achieve the quick convergence along with fine recovery accuracy.
D. Average CPU Runtime
In order to clarify the computational advantage of ssAMP-1D, we compared CPU runtime of signal recovery. In this . In addition, we inform that this runtime measuring was performed by using MATLAB with a 2.67-GHz Intel Quad Core i5 processor.
We first note TABLE III reporting average CPU runtime per iteration. This runtime per iteration is directly associated with complexity scale of the algorithms, dominated by matrix multiplication in a loop. In the case of ssAMP-1D, TVAMP-FLSA, and EFLA, their complexity is simply O(M N ) since they include the two matrix multiplication with H ∈ R M ×N . For TV-CP and GrAMPA-BG, their complexity can be improved to . In addition, we loosely set the maximum iterations to t = 2000 based on the result of Section IV-B. In Fig.11 , we take notice the slopes of the curves which manifest the complexity scale. Since the x-axis plot the length N on a logarithmic scale and the rate M/N is fixed for each case, the complexity O(M N ) becomes O(N 2 ); hence all the curves approximately have slope '2' with sufficiently large N . If we approximate all the curves here to linear functions, the y-intercepts of the curves are mainly determined by the convergence speed discussed in Section IV-B. Clearly, the faster an algorithm achieves the target MSE, the lower y-intercept it has. Therefore, from the result of Fig.9 , it is apparent in Fig.11 that ssAMP-1D has the lowest y-intercept except the case (b).
We note from Fig.11 that TVAMP-FLSA generally has faster runtime (the lower y-intercept) than GrAMPA-BG. However, such a result does not refute the argument in the paper [21] that GrAMPA offers an advantage over TV-AMP in runtime. This is because the denoiser of TV-AMP used in this comparison was implemented using a recent fast TV package, called FLSA [40] , in C language. For this reason, the TVAMP-FLSA solver in the present work may be more speedy than the TV-AMP solver used in the work of [21] 8 . Such a fact also clarifies the statement that the runtime of TV-AMP highly relies on the external denoising package.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS
The ssAMP-1D algorithm, which has been proposed in the present work, aims to recover a piecewise-constant signal X under the CS framework. In this paper, the algorithm construction of ssAMP-1D has been mainly discussed. We have emphasized that the key of this construction is a sumproduct rule based on the factor graph consisting of two types of the factor nodes: the "s-factors" describing the finite difference sparsity, and the "m-factors" being associated with the measurement generation. In the sum-product setup, we have imposed the spike-and-slab prior on each s-factor from a Bayesian prospective, sparifying the finite difference of the target signal X. Then, we have shown the derivation of ssAMP-1D from the sum-product rule, where the Gaussian approximation with the large system limit (N, M → ∞) and the first-order approximation are applied to the message update with the m-factors, and a proposed method is used to simplify the message update with the s-factors. The constructed ssAMP-1D algorithm is fully scalable, providing fast recovery and competitive PT characteristic. We empirically validate these characteristics of ssAMP-1D compared to other recent algorithms: EFLA [12] , TV-CP [10] , [11] , TV-AMP [23] and GrAMPA [21] .
An important further work is simplification of the scalable functions given in Table I . Following the philosophy of Occams razor [36] , we believe that these functions have too complex expression for their behavior. Another further work is two-dimensional extension of the ssAMP-1D algorithm. This work is very essential in order to apply the ssAMP-1D algorithm to image denoising applications. In addition, we need to consider the tuning problem of the prior parameters q and σ 0 in practice even though we assumed oracle tuning in the present work. For this problem, we refer interested readers to the recent works [19] , [35] investigating parameterless AMP iteration. ), where we consider the ternary FDs and the noise variance ∆ = 10 −5 . We used MATLAB with a 2.67-GHz Intel Quad Core i5 processor for this experiment.
